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X-CODE ‘RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY’ 
 

TEARES 

[t ɛ ʌ r ɛ s] 
 

 

 

“Science without conscience is but ruination of the soul.” 

François Rabelais, (? -  1553), a French Renaissance writer, physician, humanist and Greek scholar 
 

Rabelais in his poetry was leaving to posterity for all of us to ponder even now on that 
‘each and every wonderful discovery of materialist science which has not been 
correlated to it’s counterparts, the other two realms of existence, that is the mental and 
spiritual realms of existence, is a folly and a mere creation of man’s ignorance which 
leads the so-called scientists and the whole world into the bottomless pit of mental 
stagnation, spiritual infatuation and fatal destruction.’ 
 

The unscrupulous, profit chasing, inhumane, non-empathic and irresponsible way of 
living today poses a tremendous danger for all of us and leads us to self-destruction. 
This behaviour is present not only in the fields of science, medicine, politics and public 
life, but in our entire society and also permeates our private lives.   
 

Lately, we are experiencing in an extremely visible and striking way the consequences 
of this irresponsible and immoral lifestyle, and it painfully affects all of us. 

 

The X-Code of 'Responsibility and Liability' was given to humanity with the aim of 
helping to return to Life itself. After all, without the ability of taking responsibility, we 
can cause the loss of ourselves and everyone else. 
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Every single person who makes a decision must take responsibility for it.  
The greater the importance of the decision and the more people and living organisms 
it affects, the greater the responsibility and liability are associated with it. 
  

Today, our politicians, many scientists, researchers and public figures can make more 
and more dangerous, increasingly irresponsible and downright anti-human decisions, 
without taking any responsibility. They often prefer to simply resign or disappear from 
public life so that they cannot be held accountable for their mistakes. 
 

This is not a viable path for our societies! It shouldn't be like this!  
This kind of behaviour threatens our existence.  

 

This anti-human and anti-nature system prevailing today must be fundamentally 
changed TO A LIFE-SUPPORTING, HUMAN- AND NATURE-FRIENDLY 
SYSTEM!!! 
 

This X-Code symbol quickly and effectively raises the users, all of humanity and the 
Earth to a high frequency where, collectively and individually, we make only loving and 
responsible decisions and take maximum responsibility for them. 


